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Abstract— Cloud computing and the future Internet concept 
highlight new requirements for the software engineering phases 
including testing and validation of modular web services. A 
major reason is because cloud applications are developed by 
services belonging to different providers, thus making software 
testing a really challenging issue. In this work, we propose a 
testing methodology that includes two fold testing actions; a unit 
testing of cloud service APIs following white and black box 
techniques and an integration testing strategy by identifying 
services that could interface with each other. In addition, we 
present the Elvior TestCast T3 (TTCN-3) testing tool for 
automation of use case testing. We demonstrate the results of the 
methodology when applied to different cloud services and we 
present a discussion of our conclusions for a real world use case, 
in which we applied this methodology. 

Keywords—Cloud computing; Cloud services; Cloud service 
testing; TestCast; TTCN-3 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The growth of Internet characterizes the so-called Future 

Internet (FI) concept [34] that allows development of 
innovative applications from modular services belonging to 
different owners and developers known as cloud enablers [20, 
23]. Modularity in cloud computing includes already deployed 
services that provide open specifications and are available for 
utilization using APIs (i.e. RESTFul [9]). While these solutions 
highlight innovation and promotion of a new easy-going 
development method, software engineering processes are 
becoming more and more complex. This is because such 
enablers have distinct features that impact several different 
research fields, including software testing [29]. These include 
execution over virtualized resources that can be highly scalable 
and elastic, for instance, the users can increase their 
computational capacities and share common physical resources 
with other cloud applications or services, thus supporting 
multi-tenancy. Also such services provide interfaces using 
APIs that allow combination and remote management as well 
as a service could be developed based on another. 

So, cloud services testing introduces a new set of 
challenges [27] and requirements that have a direct impact on 
system engineering processes [19]. The testing methodology 
does not only involve the validation of a software internal 
processes, but also its APIs and the interactions with other 

services. The complexity factor is also increased due to the fact 
that software engineers base their design on abstract and high 
level use case models. Thus it becomes a hurdle to design test 
cases that are based (a) on the application use case 
requirements (part of the requirements engineering process 
[22]) and (b) on the services use case requirements’ (that are 
functionalities of the cloud enablers). Based on this discussion, 
in this work we aim to perform testing (unit and integration) of 
cloud enablers that are composed by other cloud services. The 
challenge is to conceptualize testing processes across a unique 
methodology. We also characterize key features of cloud 
services testing methodology according to various aspects e.g. 
elasticity, security, performance, compatibility, API integration 
and multi-tenancy. 

We apply our methodology in real world cloud services 
deployed in OpenStack system [36] and we present an 
empirical study for white and black box testing of FIWARE1 
Generic Enablers (GEs) and FI-STAR2 Specific Enablers (SEs) 
as in [33]. FI-WARE offers specifications and tools to build an 
FI application from a variety of GEs with fundamental 
functionalities, interfaces and APIs. In parallel, FI-STAR 
establishes early trials in the Health Care domain building on 
Future Internet (FI) technology. To automate the testing 
process we propose the utilization of the Elvior TestCast 
toolbased on the Testing And Test Control Notation (TTCN-3) 
standard [24, 25]. The tool offers key features to the overall 
methodology including a test editor, compiler, debugger, test 
execution suite and viewer. By using it, cloud software testers 
can easily create unit tests according to standards adoption. 
Based on this discussion, next Section II presents the 
motivation of our work, Section III the review of the related 
approaches, Section IV the proposed testing methodology of 
cloud services and Section 5V the conclusions and future 
research directions. 

II. MOTIVATION 
There are many cloud providers offering modular services 

i.e. IBM microservices 3 , FIWARE etc. that allow large 
complex applications to be easily created and deployed 
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3 http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redbooks/pdfs/sg248275.pdf 



independently. Today, there are new requirements related to 
the software engineering processes of cloud enablers since 
there are significant changes taking place as to how to test the 
new software running on the latest cloud platforms [31]. 
Especially in case of testing this refers to the gap between 
software developers and software test engineers. There are 
three key differentiations among traditional and cloud enablers 
testing and these are related with (a) scalability of virtual 
resources, (b) multi-tenancy efficiency that refers concurrent 
users and (c) dynamic reconfiguration of services [35]. As a 
result, the cloud testing models have to support different kinds 
of requirements [26], thus, tend to become more and more 
complex. In more detail, traditional applications are firstly 
designed and then tested, however, today SaaS involves on-
the-self ready-made software. Also, it involves frequently 
updates that are usually with zero downtime. A cloud service 
functional testing includes a series of characteristics such as 
unit testing in an automated way thus to ensure high volume of 
test cases coverage. Also, it requires testing plan preparation 
according to the cloud enablers and their inter-dependencies. 

This work is motivated by work of [30], where authors 
suggest that there is a lack of research papers addressing new 
issues, challenges, and needs in SaaS testing. We focus on 
cloud services testing and we propose a methodology enabling 
efficient unit and integration testing of modular services. We 
define a testing design approach that can be summarized as (a) 
High level testing design strategy: This includes the top-down 
approach (that is according to service specification) and the 
bottom-up approach (that is according to functional building 
blocks of applications) and (b) Software testing strategy: This 
includes the white box (internal structures are known to the 
tester) and the black box testing. Here each strategy includes 
unit and integration test cases that could be applied to the high 
level testing design strategy. 

III. REVIEW OF RELATED APPROACHES 
This section presents an analysis of cloud testing 

approaches and solutions. In [16] authors present a graph 
theoretical model aiming to describe the concepts of a cloud as 
a graph. They utilize predicate-enabled subclouds in order to 
show interactions among clouds and to be captured and 
represented by a model that supports formal analysis. This is a 
theoretical study focusing on cloud computation and it does not 
involve concurrency of services or modularity in terms of 
service encapsulation into another. In [17] discuss the concept 
of software Testing as a Service (TaaS) [28]. The authors 
discuss that this clearly puts testing out of the sequential line of 
the software development process as discussed by [1]. Authors 
also suggest that TaaS includes two aspects, a service 
dedicated to developers and one to the end-users from the 
perspective of quality assurance. 

In [2] a survey is presented to characterize software testing 
in cloud. They include the Testing as a Service (TaaS) and 
conclude to key risks that associated with cloud testing. These 
are security, lack of standards, infrastructure and planning. At 
last authors conclude to a key research issues that are (a) how 
to achieve validation of the quality of cloud application and 
services at all levels and (b) how to manage testing for cloud 
application processes belonging to different clouds. Both issues 

highlight the research questions of this study. In [3] a 
discussion is presented to compare conventional and cloud 
testing approaches. The works concludes to similar results 
regarding efficient planning through effective methodologies, 
adoption of standards and execution of tests in real-time test 
environment. In [4] authors discuss the SOA at various testing 
levels including integration testing. In particular, they present 
the challenges of the service dynamic bindings stressing out the 
problem of polymorphism in SOA and the complexity of 
testing a service against all the possible endpoints identifying a 
major research question of our study, that testing could happen 
too late in the overall application or service development life-
cycle, thus there is clear gap regarding to a successful testing 
design. 

In [1] authors present a tutorial on cloud testing and cloud-
based application testing. They also present the need for 
integration testing in clouds by denoting that “not much 
research results have been applied in the real engineering 
practice”. In this work we take advantage of the existing 
experiences in testing a large scale FP7 project in order to 
characterize a real case testing methodology. In [5] authors 
present ideas for testing Web Services by using a design by 
contract that adds behavioral information to its specification. 
They introduce the notions of provided contracts (describe the 
behavior offered) and required contracts (describe the behavior 
needed) by a Web Service. This highlights an important issue 
of this work, the classification between test use case 
development according to top-down (encapsulating the 
behavior offered) and bottom-up (encapsulating the behavior 
needed) approaches. In [6] authors present an analysis of the 
software testing as an online service based on the question 
“What are the conditions that influence testing of online 
services?” by highlighting the research questions of this study. 
The authors classify these conditions according to TaaS. 

In [7] authors discuss the migration of testing into the 
cloud. They suggest that a suitable testing will need to involve 
unit and regression testing, high volume of test cases and 
availability of interfaces for test automation. In [8], authors 
present a decision framework solution called SMART-T that 
supports migration of software testing actions into the cloud. 
The authors include a distributed environment called 
“HadoopUnit” that allows the cloud based concurrent 
execution of test cases and a sequence of use case scenarios to 
demonstrate the use of the framework and its environment. In 
[9] authors present a practical example of an application 
namely as QuickCheck that focuses on the testing of REST 
Web services. They further present a technique that allows 
adaptation of this model to perform testing for specific 
scenarios over HTTP. In [10] authors present an automated test 
harness for a cloud service, with the delivery of TaaS. They 
conclude that from a technical perspective there is a clear need 
for a new wave of development and testing tools that will 
address the requirements of new cloud computing platforms. In 
[11], the author presents a review of approaches of cloud 
testing and suggests that this area is still maturing. Finally, he 
claims that cloud testing is an important issue of the cloud 
software development life cycle. 

Next, we present a discussion of the most well know tools 
and solutions. In [12], authors present Cloud9, a software 



testing service that aims to reduce the resource-intensive and 
labor intensive nature of high-quality software testing. The 
work focuses on demand software testing that support the 
symbolic execution. In [13] authors propose D-Cloud, a 
software-testing environment that uses cloud computing 
technology that focuses only on virtual machines with fault 
injection facility [1]. In [18] authors present the Apex 
framework that enables the testing utilizing build-in support for 
test creation and execution in the Force.com platform. The 
authors claim automation of unit testing based on simulations, 
however do not include integration testing characteristics. In 
[14] authors present the CloudAnalyst tool (based on 
CloudSim) that simulates large-scale cloud applications and 
includes insides about testing various deployment 
configurations. In [21] the SimIC is presented that allows 
simulations of clouds and inter-clouds. In [Gao et al. 2012] 
proposes a TaaS infrastructure presenting a cloud-based TaaS 
environment with tools (the so-called CTaaS) that aims to meet 
the needs of SaaS testing, performance and scalability 
evaluation. Their study presents a simulation analysis of 
results. Finally, in [15], authors present a York Extensible 
Testing Infrastructure (YETI) that is a cloud testing solution. 
[11] suggest that YETI could lead to performance and security 
problems if it is executed into a single computer. Next we 
present the web based testing tools. 

Selenium Testing4 offers a test suite that allows testing on 
various popular languages (PHP, Python etc.) for local and 
firewalled applications. The SOASTA5  provides products for 
real-user monitoring, mobile testing and load and performance 
testing. The iGATE Patni6 is a TaaS cloud based framework for 
test automation supporting dynamic scalability at low-cost. The 
Janova7 provides a suite for automated testing in the cloud. 
The tool allows transformation of simple rules that are derived 
by the requirements into tests. The iTKO8 allows functional 
testing of dynamic web sites and rich applications. It includes 
depth in test coverage and high level of reusability and 
extensibility. The LoadImpact9 is a testing suite that allows full 
control on API and SDKs. 

A particular interesting standard is the Testing And Test 
Control Notation Version 3 (TTCN-3) 10  that offers global 
standardization, independency with regards to the execution 
environment and flexibility in designing and maintaining test 
software. Classical black box testing method is used for test 
automation of implementations using RESTful APIs and 
TTCN-3 as standardized test automation technology is used for 
building test environments. There are following cornerstones 
for using TTCN-3 [24] for testing RESTful APIs as follows. 
TTCN-3 is a mature technology and has been widely used for 
black-box testing and it fits very well (but not limited) for 
client-server type implementations (which is one of the REST 
constraints). There are several TTCN-3 compiler providers in 
the market including the 2 leading commercial TTCN-3 tool 

                                                             
4 Selenium Testing: https://saucelabs.com 

5 SOASTA: http://www.soasta.com 
6 iGATE Patni: http://igatepatni.com 

7 Janova: http://www.janova.us 
8 iTKO: http://www.itko.com/solutions/functional.jsp 

9 LoadImpact: https://loadimpact.com 
10 TTCN-3: http://www.ttcn-3.org 

providers that are Elvior TestCast T3 11  and Testingtech 
TTWorkbench 12 , both being active in ETSI at TTCN-3 
standardization. Ericsson uses TTCN-3 widely in its internal 
projects and their tool Titan became open source in the 
beginning of 2015. Other TTCN-3 tools are OpenTTCN 
Tester13, IBM Rational System Tester14 and Devoteam TTCN-
3 toolbox15. 

To the best of our knowledge, the proposed Elvior TestCast 
T3 is the only tool on the market which compiles TTCN-3 
scripts directly to binaries while all other tools have 
intermediate step i.e. to compile TTCN-3 into other high level 
programming language (C, C++ or Java) and apply appropriate 
compiler to build test executable. Therefore, TestCast T3 gives 
shorter learning curve and more natural way to achieve test 
cases execution during test development. Other unique features 
are (a) it supports C# mapping (additional for C, C++ and Java) 
for TRI and TCI interfaces and  (b) so SA (system adapter) and 
codecs developers can use all benefits of .NET framework. 
TestCast T3 and its TRI framework is built so that SA is 
always separate program from test executable (while other 
tools often link SA with test executable). TestCast T3 also 
communicates with SA always over TCP/IP – this makes test 
environment deployment very flexible. 

Further to these, a new requirement that in particular arises 
in the concept of the Next Generation Service Interfaces 
(NGSI) information model. Elvior TestCast T3 allows test 
cases of NGSI models. This is context management 
information model, developed by Open Mobile Alliance 
(OMA) 16  that includes NGSI abstract interfaces of context 
based APIs. OMA is the wireless industry’s starting point for 
the development of mobile service enabler specifications, 
which support the creation of interoperable end-to-end mobile 
services. The Context Management APIs provides interfaces in 
order to manage context information about entities and access 
to the available context information about the entities. It 
supports actions to register and retrieve information and update 
and query context. It provides two interfaces the NGSI-9 that is 
responsible for register, discover subscribe and notify and 
NGSI-10 that is responsible for context information update, 
query, subscription and notification. NGSI is used widely to 
include easy representation of the Internet of Things (IoT) 
devices. 

Different from the aforementioned works, we focus on 
cloud enablers that are decentralized, modular and are the 
building blocks of other applications or services. To sum up the 
features of this article are summarized as follows. The testing 
methodology of cloud services includes bottom-up and top-
down approach (that involves requirements coverage based on 
testing) as well as unit and integration (test plan and phases) 
strategy for test case design. Different from existing solutions 
we focus on the issue of developing cloud applications based 
on services that again might be result of a second level 
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14 IBM: http://www.ibm.com 
15 Devoteam TTCN-3 toolbox: http://www.devoteam.de 

16 OMA: http://technical.openmobilealliance.org 



development (i.e. composed by other cloud services). Also, the 
testing execution and software validation using the TTCN-3 
standards ensures diversity of testing exposure metrics, 
adoptions of standards and test cases independency. Different 
from existing tools, TestCast T3 tool that is utilized in this 
study includes ETSI, OMA, NGSI-9/10 and FIWARE 
compliance. 

IV. TESTING METHODOLOGY OF CLOUD SERVICES 
The methodology includes the testing requirements analysis 

and the test cases analysis of cloud enablers. Figure 1 
demonstrates the IEEE Standard for software and system test 
documentation (IEEE829 17 ) standard processes and the 
identified new requirements. In particular, it determines test 
processes for the development of products that will need to 
conform to the requirements according to the user needs for 
different integrity levels (test plan, test design, test execution 
and summary).  

 
Fig.  1: The comparison of traditional and cloud enablers testing 

processes (divided into test plan, design execution, and reporting) 
according to IEEE829 standard 

The following sections include the enablers unit and 
integration testing strategy (Section A) and the integration 
requirements analysis strategy (bottom up and top down in 
Section B). The testing preparation strategy defines the testing 
schedule and plan for black box testing of cloud enablers 
including conceptualization for unit and integration testing. 
Firstly, the unit testing allows cloud services’ testers to execute 
various tests with different input parameters to the operations 
and interfaces defined in service specification documents and 
manuals. The modules together with associated control data, 
usage procedures, and operating procedures, are tested to 
determine whether they are proper developed. The integration 
testing will allow combination and test execution of linked 
cloud enablers in order to test key functionalities.  

The testing starts with the unit testing preparation activity 
where each cloud enabler tester defines the unit test and unit 
test cases so the unit test defect management process will allow 
bug tracking and fixing. Then the integration testing includes 
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preparation, execution and defection management process 
regarding the inter-dependencies of enablers. At this stage, the 
aim is to exploit the Functional Building Blocks (FBBs) of the 
application use case to map the key functionalities to cloud 
enabler dependency chains. In more detail, the unit testing 
includes the testing activity of the cloud enablers by focusing 
on the evaluating of their interfaces. Developers perform unit 
testing during and after development. In particular, each 
enabler tester will need to provide an overview section of its 
description based on the unit testing matrix that includes the 
unit testing enabler Status, the overview of the testing actions, 
the unit testing activities, the unit test cases description, and the 
description of unit test cases execution. 

The integration testing, describes the integration testing 
analysis for enablers based on their features (top-down) and the 
detailed description of the identified chains by use case 
scenario (bottom-up); both forming the overall integration 
testing chains for back end SEs. This part is the level of the 
software testing process where individual units (various cloud 
enablers) are combined and tested as a group that encapsulates 
a particular operation named as integration chain. The 
Integration Testing Matrix (ITM) includes the steps required. 
This section also demonstrates a detailed description of 
integration chain identification. 

A. Unit Testing 
This section demonstrates the unit testing strategy and the 

various matrices for testing analysis. The Unit Testing Matrix 
(UTM) structure is shown in Table 1 that has been developed 
to provide a template for characterization of the testing actions. 
Table 2 demonstrates a template of the UTM that includes the 
unit test number, the interface name the input and output data 
and the unit test case number. 

Table 1. The Unit Testing Matrix (UTM) 

Definition of the 
Unit Tests 

Describes the features to test, including a 
description of how they will be tested. 

Definition of the 
Interfaces to be 
tested  

Describe the definition of exposed interfaces 
and their data types and parameters. 

Unit Test Cases 
descriptions 

These are in the form of tables that 
demonstrate scenario cases that include 
interface class name, interface name, 
operation/function name, input and system 
output and evaluation of the expected and 
actual result. 

Table 2. Template of the Unit Test Matrix 

Unit 
Test Interface Input Output Unit Test 

Cases 

UT# /interface_
name 

Call input: data 
http://URL/interf
ace_name/data 

Data 
format 

UTC# 

    
Table 3 demonstrates the Unit Test Case Matrix (UTCM) 

template including all the required information regarding the 
interfaces, results, invalid data input and information about the 
instance data (e.g. provider).  



Table 3. Template of the Unit Test Case Matrix 

UTC# 

Description 
Description of the UTC for appropriate UT, this 
involves further documentation of the 
input/information model set. 

Unit Test: UT number. 
Class Name: The class name of the interface. 
Interface name: The interface name. 

Operation: Description of the operation/functionality of the 
interface. 

Input: Input data and information model. 
Output: Resulting output. 
Expected 
Result: 

Description of the testing results (result as 
expected or failure) 

Actual Result: Required results that in the case of failure are 
the expected results. 

Invalid data 
input: 

Description of invalid input set (intentionally 
submission for testing reasons)  

Details: Description of the testing environment and/or 
software (e.g. browser). 

Other remarks: Description of notes. 
Screenshot Illustration of results. 
Deployed 
Instance: 

Endpoint of the cloud enabler. 
Information about the cloud provider. 

 
To achieve white and block box testing the strategy 

includes two approaches of the unit testing for ensuring test 
coverage; the unit test by enabler owner (white box) and the 
unit test by an external tester that uses the Elvior TestCast T3 
tool (black box). These are described as follows. 

(a) Unit testing of enablers executed by the developer: In 
this case owners define the unit tests and unit test cases 
based on the design and specification documents. The 
aim is to test the interfaces against a set of various inputs 
so to evaluate functionality. Each SE owner provides 
details using the UTM and the UTCM matrices. 

(b) Unit Testing of enablers using the Elvior TestCast T3: 
We expected that this would endorse the actions of 
testing performed by the enabler owners and highlight 
new requirements e.g. adoption of standards and 
automatize testing activities. In particular, an external 
tester provides several of UTs and UTCs for enablers 
based on the description of their intergaces. The tool 
offers particular advantages such as testing based on 
standards, modular testing language specifically 
designed for testing and supported by an active 
community, support of automated and distributed testing 
and reusability of test functionalities in different 
contexts. 

The rationality behind the relationship of enabler owner 
and external tester is based on the following facts. 

(a) Unit testing has been enriched so to achieve better UT 
and UTC coverage. 

(b) Enablers’ verification is according to functionality and 
standards that has been and double-checked according to 
the test executions. 

(c) An automatized process is achieved that allows easier 
and more efficient testing (e.g. increase test cases of 
input data). 

(d) Increased number of test cases according to different 
scenarios (e.g. regarding sequential testing including 
different executions of test based on various orders and 
flows). 

B. Integration Testing 
This section presents the analysis of the high level 

methodology that is comprised by the top down and bottom up 
method for integration testing. The aim is to define a functional 
hierarchy of the testing activity by achieving efficient planning, 
analysis and design of test cases with full coverage. The 
method is based on the functional decomposition of either (a) 
use cases requirements or (b) the cloud enablers’ 
specifications, by broken each of which into several operations. 
Next we describe the two methods. The Top Down includes 
with the analysis of their cloud enablers and their features and 
interfaces that generate characteristics on which the interaction 
chains are based upon. This integration testing method focuses 
on the design of testing cases according to the top layer of the 
information that is related with the cloud enablers’ 
specification and configuration documents as derived from the 
cloud software engineers. It starts with the basic operations and 
it gradually maps functionality and interfacing of cloud 
enablers according to the enabler specifications. Figure 2 
demonstrates the Top Down steps for integration tests 
execution. 

 
Fig.  2: Top Down steps 

The Bottom Up includes with the analysis of high-level use 
cases architecture and its features to the mapping of FBBs to 
enablers and their relationships. This integration testing 
method focuses on the identification of use case requirements 
according to their abstract descriptions. The method starts with 
the use case analysis and characterization of the FBBs that 
model the enabler chains. Then the process involves the 
gradually mapping of FBBs to cloud enablers’ functionalities 
and eventually to chains of inter-related enablers that 
encapsulate the full FBB operation. Figure 3 shows the Bottom 
Up steps. 

 



 
Fig.  3: Bottom Up steps 

In Top-Down integration method, test cases are defined in 
terms of enablers’ functionality (so deriving from functional 
requirements). In many cases this could be a hurdle since 
testers will require having extensive knowledge of enablers 
operations, while mapping of operations to FBBs could be 
proved to be highly technical for testers. A solution could be 
the application of a modified top-down testing strategy in 
which testing involves each layer of the system decomposition 
individually before merging the layers. In contrast, the Bottom-
Up integration method involves mapping of FBBs to already 
offered operations, an action that requires refinement among 
the most and less important features. In this work, we propose 
that both methods should be used in order to ensure integration 
testing coverage. The next steps demonstrate the top down 
solution. 

• According to the integration strategy, select the cloud 
services to be tested that include the basic operations of the 
use case. 

• Set cloud services together based on their interfaces 
(according specifications) and do any preliminary fix-up 
that will make the integration test operational. 

• The functional testing analysis will include definition of 
FBBs of test cases that will cover interactions of cloud 
enablers according to their architecture. This will include a 
structural composition testing of chains. 

• Execute a series of integration tests based on various 
input/outputs and keep their records. 

Table 4 demonstrates the Top Down Integration Testing 
Matrix (TD-ITM) that encompasses integration testing 
configuration such as interfaces, SEs, GEs and results. 

Table 4. Top Down Approach Integration Testing Matrix 

Integration Testing 
Definition/execution Description of Testing Use Case  

Integration Testing 
IT# Interactive chain. 

Description Description of the integration chain. 
Class Name: The name of the class. 
Interface name: The name of the interface. 
Operation The description of the operation. 
Interacted SE: The name of the interacted SE. 

Integration Testing 
Definition/execution Description of Testing Use Case  

Interacted GE: The name of the interacted GE. 

Input: The input data and/or information model 
description. 

Output: The output data and/or information model 
description. 

Expected Result: The output of the test 
Actual Result: The actual results. 
Invalid data input: Description of the invalid input 
Other Remarks Remarks. 
Deployed Instances 
IPs Description of deployed instances. 

Time/Date Date and time information. 
 

Next we demonstrate the steps followed in the bottom up 
solution in order to produce integration tests. 

• Users should select the use cases to be tested that include 
the use case basic functionalities. 

• Produce a map of FBBs to SaaS operations and identify 
candidate enablers that encapsulate required functionality. 

• The functional testing analysis includes definition of test 
cases that will cover use case requirements to the 
associated cloud enablers. This includes a structural 
composition testing of chains. 

• Execute a series of integration tests based on various 
input/outputs and keep their records. 
Bottom up integration test cases are constructed to test 

functionality and linkage of cloud enablers according to the 
application use case FBBs. At this stage, the application tester 
identifies all the enabler couples that will need to put under test 
and follows the next steps. Table 5 demonstrate the 
dependency chains template. 

Table 5: FBBs and their associated chains of enablers’ dependencies 

Features Interactions 
FBB1 Enabler1 → Enabler2 → … 
… … 

 
Next (Table 6), the simplification process includes deleting 

of dependencies that are repeated to other chains. For example, 
in the case of Table 5, the pair Enabler2 → Enabler3 will be 
removed.  

Table 6: Simplification process of FBBs chains 

Features Interactions 
FBB1 Enabler1 → Enabler2 → … 

… … 
Finally, each chain is described by a dependency (pairs of 

cloud enablers) and according to a specific testing order. 

C. General overview of the tool and TTCN-3 ecosystem 
The Elvior TestCast is a full featured TTCN-3 tool and can 

be effectively use for automated testing of cloud based 
systems. TestCast is ideal for incremental development where 
users can test specific systems and features separately as well 



as the entire system as a whole. Figure 4 demonstrates the 
Principal architecture of TTCN-3 test environment.  In detail, 
the System Adapter (SA) is used for communication of test 
tool (test executable) with System Under Test (SUT). The 
interface between test tool and SA is standardized and called 
TRI (TTCN-3 Runtime Interface) – SA is usually a piece of 
software that can be written in different languages such as C, 
C++, C#, Java, mainly depending on test tool. The other 
important interface is TCI (TTCN-3 Control Interface) that is 
used mainly for implementing external codecs again either in 
C, C++, C# or Java. Codecs (and their tool support) is essential 
part of TTCN-3 test environments because its type system is 
not bind to any binary representation. It is entirely up to the test 
tool and its codecs to ensure encoding and decoding of data in 
appropriate format. 

 
Fig.  4 Principal architecture of TTCN-3 test environment. 

The characteristics of the Elvior TTCN-3 tool are as 
follows. The tool is developed in C# and could be run in 
Microsoft Windows and Linux platforms. Also, it has a user-
friendly graphical IDE for test development and management. 
It has a native compiler that supports all TTCN-3 standards (up 
to TTCN-3:2015) and includes a native TTCN-3 debugger. 
The tool supports TTCN-3 test execution and XSD import. It 
has built in codecs such as textual, binary, XML (via XSD 
schemas), TCI XML, ASN.1 and supports TRI and TCI 
mapping for C, C++, C# and Java. Finally, it offers a rich 
TTCN-3 editor and test suite viewer and a enriched logging 
(textual and graphical views) and logs analyzing capabilities. 
The tool provides a test environment for RESTful interfaces 
testing. The roles of actors in the TestCast Tool BBT testing 
environment are (a) System Under Test (SUT): The 
implementation using the RESTful API, (b)TestCast T3 test 
tool for TTCN-3 test development and execution (it is 
responsible for execution of TTCN-3 test scripts), (c) HTTP 
SA (developed in C#): It completes communication between 
SUT and test tool. It acts as a server or client depending on test 
case needs and is controlled by TTCN-3 test script, (d) XML 
TestCast T3 built in codec and the external JSON codec 
(developed in C#): Codecs are responsible for encoding and 
decoding messages sent/received to/from SUT. 

For RESTful interface a generic TTCN-3 framework for 
sending and receiving HTTP messages was created. The scripts 

are written and executed in TestCast T3, which sends messages 
to the HTTP adapter. The System Adapter creates HTTP 
messages based on the received information from TestCast and 
sends each of which to the SUT. TestCast built in XML and 
external JSON codecs; any received message from the SUT is 
decoded and sent to the TestCast via the System Adapter. In 
practice, the following actions are executed: i) message (hex 
sequence) is received from the SUT via SA to TestCast, ii) 
TestCast (TTCN-3 test executable) reads this hex sequence 
from TTCN-3 port and iii) the message is decoded by TestCast 
and can be used in TTCN-3 script. TTCN-3 libraries include 
common types and templates for forming messages for 
RESTFul APIs. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
This study aimed to present the empirical analysis of our 

experiences in testing cloud enablers. The contribution of this 
work to existing literature involves the testing methodology 
and test design matrices for cloud services. Different from 
existing solutions we focus on the test case development of 
cloud applications based on services that again might be result 
of a second level development (e.g. composed by 3rd party 
services). In addition, we present the Elvior TestCast T3 tool 
that includes ETSI, OMA, NGSI-9/10 and FIWARE 
compliance. The proposed solution assists cloud enabler testers 
to rapidly isolate errors and failures based on the virtualization 
of services so to identify dependencies with other components. 
Different from other solutions, the approach provides a 
complete end-to-end transaction that integrates chains of 
Applications, SEs and GEs. To demonstrate effectiveness, we 
presented the real world case scenario of FIWARE and FI-
STAR projects. We emphasized the adaption of the proposed 
methodology and tools to the production of test cases; analysis 
of data and automation of processes based on real world use 
case requirements [33] for cloud-based healthcare applications. 
The future research steps include the testing of more complex 
scenarios regarding performance metrics and multi-tenancy. In 
addition, we aim to increase the number of TestCast test cases. 
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